Facebook

Facebook (FB) has not done as well as everyone had thought. Facebook has gone down $9.90. (As of 6/9/2012) As of today, I do NOT recommend buying Facebook because of this “crash”! If you buy Facebook please E-Mail me and tell me why and it will be in the next issue. I personally think that Facebook will NOT earn that $9.90 it lost back anytime soon. If you think this is a good Stock to buy please E-Mail me and tell me why and it will be in the next issue.

What do you think?

If you like something you normally recommend it to other people, right? Well, if you like The Investment Times please recommend it to someone else. If they would like to receive it then ask them to email me (my email is in the black circle on the last page).
Today’s Dow was very interesting! It was **-74.92 (-0.60%)**! It was up and down all day. Look at the grid!

I would like to Thank Google for that outstanding grid!

Today it started around 12525 (12529.75) and ended at 12454.83. So that is pretty much all for today’s DOW NEWS!

Today’s Dow Jones News was brought to you by: OLIVER BROWN LEOPOLD

“I want to thank you all for reading The Investment Times!”
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I would like to thank the following people for helping with The Investment Times:
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OLIVER LEOPOLD
THOMAS LEOPOLD

Without sponsors there would be no Investment Times!
Interview of the Week with Tom Leopold

Oliver: When did you start investing?
Guest: 20 Years Old

Oliver: Why did you start investing?
Guest: Was Interested in Finance and making money.

Oliver: What was your first investment?
Guest: IBM

Oliver: What do you like about investing?
Guest: Challenge, remunerative, and success

Oliver: What is your favorite stock?
Guest: Starbucks

Stocks for YOU!

Abbott Laboratories (ABT) is a great company! Soon, Abbott will be breaking up into two companies! That means that if you have shares of Abbott when that happens you will get different shares for doing NOTHING! Please consider buying Abbott Laboratories (ABT) before that happens.

If you like Abbott then you will love Apple (AAPL) I bought it at $418.44 on 10/18/2011. In about 7 months and 12 days ONE share went up $143.85! You should really consider getting both Apple (AAPL) and Abbott (ABT), they are outstanding!

Thank you for Reading!

I want to thank you all for reading The Investment Times! Keep investing and remember: if you are done reading this issue gives it to someone else to read! (Unless you are reading it with the virtual version!) Also, if you want to be in The Investment Times Issue 2 please email us an idea. If you want YOUR interview to be in the next issue please send in questions and answers related to investing (it can be the same questions as above)! KEEP INVESTING!
The Investment Times

The Investment Times is a newspaper for anyone interested in the Stock Market. You can find interviews, stocks you should buy, and more, all in four pages! If you need any help please email us at the address in the black circle above. I would like to thank anyone who helped!

Please spread the news about The Investment Times!

Hay you, yah you!
Do you know a few things about the Stock Market? If you do this is the right thing for you! If you don’t then you should look at our Issue called, AN INTRO TO THE INVESTMENT TIMES (coming soon!) After reading that, you will be ready to read this Issue! Thank You for reading The Investment Times!